Fares
Since it’s a matter of bus operators to carry change, you must have the exact fare for a trip or pay the driver a dollar or a quarter when you ride the bus.

For fare information call Ride UTA - 1-888-743-3882

Monthly passes & tickets are sold at many locations throughout the valley. UTA offers you the convenience of ordering your bus pass by mail, with options of using personal checks, money orders, VISA or MasterCard. A pass will not be issued until the required credit card fee has been paid.

Pass by Mail
Regular bus riders like the monthly pass in the most convenient way to get a pass: through the mail. When you ride a monthly pass, we will send you a new pass each month and you will get the same credit card. Call UTA Customer Service at 607-617-5000 to get started.

Where to Catch the Bus
Every UTA bus has identifiably a blue bus sign. Occasionally there is a shelter and sometimes a bench but there is always a sign. Bench or no bench, find the bus stop sign. Do, if you arrive at a shelter, make sure it’s next to a bus stop sign or the bus will not stop. Most bus stops right by the curb that stop there. That is just to make it easier throughout the transit system so you can park your car all day for free and ride the bus to work and back.

Look for the Park & Ride symbol on route maps to find a convenient lot.

How to get schedule information
With a system map and schedule, (available at all public facilities, shopping malls, churches, grocery stores, colleges or universities) you can see how the bus routes fit around the UTA system. The telephone directory is an easy way to find out more. Tell us where you are, and where you want to go, and when you want to get there and we’ll tell you when and where to catch the most convenient bus, where to transfer to another route (if necessary), and where to disembark. UTA’s website is also a great place to get information.

How to ride FrontRunner

How to Ride FrontRunner

Paying your fare
Purchase your ticket before boarding. Ticket vending machines are located at the entrances to the train platforms.

Select the ticket or pass you need, the fare and method of payment and continue on to the platform to board the train.

riding the train
Please wait behind the yellow line until the train comes to a full stop.

Do not call out the doors or cross tracks with a stroller, if you use a stroller.

Watch your step while boarding the train. There is a narrow gap between the train and the platform.

There are emergency egress doors, if necessary, and where to disembark.

Crossing tracks with a stroller, if you use a stroller.

Cross only at designated public crossings.

Walking on railroad tracks, or the rights-of-way on which they are located, is illegal.

Look both ways! Always expect a train.

Train Safety
- Look both ways before you cross tracks.
- Wait on signal or bar, or the right of way or either side of tracks, is illegal.
- Cross only at designated public crossings.
- Crossing tracks a pedestrian, if you use a stroller, or on other railroad which requires caution.
- NASCAR, where your van will always be on the road.
- Trains crossing in either direction at any time.
- This is not always the case at all times.
- Park and Ride Safety
- Please leave all valuable at home, or take them with you.
- Be sure vehicle doors are locked and windows are rolled up.
- If your van is parked.
- If you report any suspicious activity to (801) 287-5355.
- Fares
- Cash fare is $2.00 bus fare, $1.00 for each additional station.
- Frequent Express Monthly Pass, $19.00.
- Frequent Express Summer and Reduced Fare Monthly Pass, $25.00.

How to Get Schedule Information
With a system map and schedule, (available at all public facilities, shopping malls, churches, grocery stores, colleges or universities) you can see how the bus routes fit around the UTA system. The telephone directory is an easy way to find out more. Tell us where you are, and where you want to go, and when you want to get there and we’ll tell you when and where to catch the most convenient bus, where to transfer to another route (if necessary), and where to disembark. UTA’s website is also a great place to get information.